
The Kroening family—Sherri, Joe, Joseph and Sara—found a home at Saint Rose when they moved
back from Florida in 2007. They also found a ministry. All four of them became Eucharistic
ministers. Yes, that’s right, all of the Kroenings embraced that ministry together as a family.

“It was such a blessing to have our two children, who were in high school at the time, join Joe and
me serving Communion at the same time,” says Sherri. “After belonging to a parish in Florida for
seven years, we were very pleased that at Saint Rose everyone is encouraged to participate in the Mass
and other ministries. That was something we had not seen in Florida. Being part of the Eucharistic
ministry team as a family was a great experience for us.” 

Before the Kroenings moved back to Minnesota Joe spent an hour on the phone talking to former
pastor Fr. Robert Fitzpatrick learning about the parish and the school. “He contacted us and that
conversation convinced us that Saint Rose—both parish and school—was the type of spiritual
community we were looking for,” says Joe. 

Sherri is a lector on Sunday morning and a member of the Parish Council. She recently signed up as a
regular adorer at the Perpetual Eucharistic Adoration Chapel. 

Joe and Sherri Kroening

Other things to know about the Kroening family:
· Joe was raised in Southeast Minneapolis and studied geology at the
University of Minnesota, where he and Sherri met. The couple were
married in 1990 and attended St. Lawrence Church adjacent to the
campus for a decade. Joe works as a chemist for the Minneapolis
Water Works.
· Sherri grew up in North St. Paul and was a  member of the parish
of St. Peter. She studied chemistry and environmental engineering at
the University of Minnesota. Sherri worked for the U.S. Geological
Survey, both in Minnesota and Florida. Currently she is employed
as a research scientist by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.
· The two Kroening children attended the parish school and
DeLaSalle High School. Both were altar servers at Saint Rose. Sara is
majoring in environmental science at the University of Minnesota.
Joseph is a freshman at Century College studying computer science. 
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